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  ABSTRACT 

  The aim of this project was to investigate the re-
lationship of milk urea nitrogen (MUN) with 3 milk 
production traits [milk yield (MY), fat yield (FY), 
protein yield (PY)] and 6 fertility measures (number 
of inseminations, calving interval, interval from calv-
ing to first insemination, interval from calving to last 
insemination, interval from first to last insemination, 
and pregnancy at first insemination). Data consisted 
of 635,289 test-day records of MY, FY, PY, and MUN 
on 76,959 first-lactation Swedish Holstein cows calving 
from 2001 to 2003, and corresponding lactation records 
for the fertility traits. Yields and MUN were analyzed 
with a random regression model followed by a multi-
trait model in which the lactation was broken into 10 
monthly periods. Heritability for MUN was stable across 
lactation (between 0.16 and 0.18), whereas MY, FY, 
and PY had low heritability at the beginning of lacta-
tion, which increased with time and stabilized after 100 
d in milk, at 0.47, 0.36, and 0.44, respectively. Fertility 
traits had low heritabilities (0.02 to 0.05). Phenotypic 
correlations of MUN and milk production traits were 
between 0.13 (beginning of lactation) and 0.00 (end 
of lactation). Genetic correlations of MUN and MY, 
FY, and PY followed similar trends and were positive 
(0.22) at the beginning and negative (−0.15) at the 
end of lactation. Phenotypic correlations of MUN and 
fertility were close to zero. A surprising result was that 
genetic correlations of MUN and fertility traits suggest 
a positive relationship between the 2 traits for most 
of the lactation, indicating that animals with breed-
ing values for increased MUN also had breeding values 
for improved fertility. This result was obtained with a 
random regression model as well as with a multi-trait 
model. The analyzed group of cows had a moderate 
level of MUN concentration. In such a population MUN 
concentration may increase slightly due to selection for 

improved fertility. Conversely, selection for increased 
MUN concentration may improve fertility slightly. 
  Key words:    milk urea nitrogen ,  cow fertility ,  random 
regression ,  multi-trait 

  INTRODUCTION 
  Milk urea nitrogen is a common tool used for evalua-

tion of diet composition and feeding disorders. Urea is 
synthesized primarily in the liver and originates from 
ammonia, which comes from protein degradation in the 
rumen or from deamination of amino acids in excess of 
requirements (Gustafsson and Palmquist, 1993). Lim-
ited amounts can also be derived from arginine catabo-
lism in the mammary gland (Nousiainen et al., 2004). 
Urea is transported in blood to the kidneys and part of 
it diffuses to milk (Gustafsson and Palmquist, 1993). 

  Urea is related to dietary CP intake, percentage of 
rumen degradable and undegradable protein (Baker et 
al., 1995), and the ratio of nitrogen to water-soluble 
carbohydrates (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999). It is 
positively associated with stage of lactation (Trevaskis 
and Fulkerson, 1999; Godden et al., 2001). According 
to some reports, it is negatively related to milk protein 
content (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999; Godden et al., 
2001), whereas others have found a positive relation-
ship (Stoop et al., 2007). Milk urea N is also negatively 
related to SCC (Godden et al., 2001). On the other 
hand, it is positively associated with such factors as 
cow age (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999; Wood et al., 
2003) and parity (Godden et al., 2001) and can depend 
on season and grazing system (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 
1999). Apart from that, herd test-day (HTD) has a 
highly significant effect on MUN concentration (Wood 
et al., 2003). In addition, sampling time (a.m. or p.m.) 
and feeding to sampling interval has been reported to 
affect MUN concentrations (Godden et al., 2001). Milk 
yield has been found by some to be positively related to 
MUN (Godden et al., 2001), whereas others reported a 
negative relationship (Ismail et al., 1996; Trevaskis and 
Fulkerson, 1999). 

  Milk urea N has been also used to investigate in-
fertility problems related to excess dietary nitrogen 
(Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999). Some authors have 
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found a relationship between the 2 traits (Butler et 
al., 1996; Rajala-Schultz et al., 2001; Guo et al., 2004; 
Mitchell et al., 2005), whereas others failed to confirm 
this relationship (Barton et al., 1996; Trevaskis and 
Fulkerson, 1999; Cottrill et al., 2002). The aim of this 
project was to investigate the relationship of MUN with 
3 milk production traits: milk yield (MY), fat yield 
(FY), and protein yield (PY) and 6 fertility measures: 
number of inseminations to conception (NINS), calving 
interval (CI), interval from calving to first insemina-
tion (CFI), interval from calving to last insemination 
(CLI), interval from first to last insemination (FLI), 
and pregnancy at first insemination (PFI), which was 
a binary trait taking a value of 1 if a cow was pregnant 
after the first insemination and 0 otherwise.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

The research was based on data provided by the 
Swedish Dairy Association (Stockholm). The study 
used 3 data sets, which were combined after initial ed-
iting. The first data set contained test-day records on 
urea concentration measured using infrared spectros-
copy and sampling date. The second data set contained 
test-day data on milk yield, fat yield, and protein yield, 
herd (6,074 herds), age at calving (20 to 38 mo), lacta-
tion number, calving date, and day in lactation (5 to 
400 DIM). The third data set contained the fertility 
traits described previously.

For the analysis, 635,289 records on 76,959 Swedish 
Holstein cows calving from 2001 to 2003 were used. 
Only first-lactation cows with more than 3 test-day ob-
servations remained in the data set; each test-day had 
to have at least 2 records each. The data were edited to 
eliminate records with unrealistic urea concentrations 
(<1 and >10 mmol/L). Lactation length was restricted 
to 400 DIM. Number of daughters per sire was at least 
50.

Estimation of (Co)Variance Components

Estimates of (co)variance components were obtained 
by the average information-REML algorithm in the 
DMU package (Madsen and Jensen, 2008). The genetic 
analysis was done using the following random regres-
sion sire model for MUN, MY, FY, and PY:
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where yijklno is test-day observation at DIMl of cow o, 
sired by the nth sire, with age at calving i and season 
of calving j on HTD k; agei is the fixed effect of age at 

first calving (in months, 20 to 38); seasonj is the fixed 
effect of calving season [summer (June to August), 
autumn (September to November), winter (December 
to February), and spring (March to May)]; htdk is the 
fixed effect of HTD k; b is the 1 × 9 vector of fixed 
regression coefficients on Legendre polynomials (eighth 
order) of DIMl; sn is the 1 × 5 vector of random regres-
sion coefficients (Legendre polynomials of fourth order) 
for the effect of sire n; peno is the 1 × 5 vector of 
random regression coefficients (Legendre polynomials 
of fourth order) for the permanent environment effect 
of daughter o sired by sire n; L (DIM) is the row vector 
of Legendre polynomials for DIMl (Kirkpatrick et al., 
1990), of size 9, 5, and 5 for the 3 regressions, respec-
tively; and eijklno is the random residual effect.

Random effects were assumed to be normally distrib-
uted with zero means and covariance structure:
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where A is the additive genetic relationship matrix, 
S and PE are 5 × 5 (co)variance matrices of the ran-
dom regression coefficients for the sire and permanent 
environment effects, respectively, and I are identity 
matrices.

The sire model for fertility traits (NINS, CI, CFI, 
CLI, FLI, PFI) was
 y age season hy s eijkno i j k no ijkno= + + + + , [3]

where yijkno is the observation for one of the fertility 
traits, agei and seasonj are as in model [1], hyk is the 
fixed effect related to herd-year of calving, sno is the 
random effect of sire n of cow o, and eijkno is the random 
residual effect.

The variance-covariance structures for the bivariate 
models were as follows:
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where indices 1 and 2 indicate the 2 traits. If the sec-
ond trait followed model [3], S12 contained only one 
column and S2 only one value, and PE12 and PE2 were 
nonexistent.

An additional analysis for MUN, MY, FY, PY, and 
fertility traits was performed with a multi-trait model, 
which was identical to model [3], except that it included 
a different covariance structure:
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In this analysis, only records between 5 and 300 DIM 
were included. They were divided into ten 30-d periods 
(except for the first period, which had only 25 d). Each 
period was treated as a separate trait for MUN, MY, 
FY, and PY.

Calculation of Parameters

Heritability on ith DIM for MUN, MY, FY, and PY 
was calculated as
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where σ̂si
2  and σ̂pei

2  are the estimates of sire and  
permanent environment variance, respectively,  
on ith DIM, and σ̂e

2 is the estimated residual variance. 
The sire and permanent environment variances  
were calculated as ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )σsi i iDIM DIM2 = ′L S L  and 
ˆ ( ) ( ).σpei i iDIM DIM2 = ′L PE L�  Heritability for NINS, CI, 
CFI, CLI, FLI, and PFI was estimated as
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Genetic and phenotypic correlations were esti- 
mated from the bivariate analyses. Genetic and  
permanent environment covariance estimates  
among MUN, MY, FY, and PY on ith DIM were  
calculated as ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )σsi i iDIM DIM12 12= ′L S L  and 
ˆ ( ) ( ),σpei i iDIM DIM12 12= ′L PE L�  respectively. The phe-
notypic covariance was the sum of the sire, permanent 
environment, and residual covariances. For MUN and 
fertility traits, genetic covariances on ith DIM were 
calculated as above but with the last L(DIMi) removed. 
In case of the multi-trait analysis of MUN and fertility, 
both L(DIMi) were removed.

The standard errors for heritability and genetic 
and phenotypic correlations were calculated using the 
methodology proposed by Fischer et al. (2004), with 
the interpretation proposed by Frigo et al. (2010).

RESULTS
Means, coefficients of variation, minimum, and maxi-

mum values for MUN and milk production traits are 
presented in Table 1. The concentration of MUN dem-
onstrated minor changes during lactation. It increased 
from 20 to 75 DIM, when it reached a maximum value 
of 5 mmol/L (14 mg/dL). It remained at this level until 
200 DIM and then decreased to 4.6 mmol/L. Daily milk 
yield reached a peak (30 kg) at around 50 DIM and 
started decreasing at around 90 DIM. Fat and protein 
yields followed a similar trend and were the highest 
at around 50 DIM, with peaks of 1.17 and 0.94 kg, 
respectively.

Heritability Estimates

Heritability of MUN (based on the random regression 
and the multi-trait model) was around 0.17 ± 0.007 
during the entire lactation, with the highest value at 
the beginning of lactation of 0.18 ± 0.007 (Figure 1). 
Based on the random regression model, MY, FY, and 
PY had the highest heritability in the middle of lacta-
tion at 0.47 ± 0.011, 0.36 ± 0.010, and 0.44 ± 0.011, 
respectively. Multi-trait models revealed a similar ten-
dency, although with lower values of 0.35 ± 0.011, 0.29 
± 0.010, and 0.33 ± 0.011, respectively. All of the milk 
production traits had lower heritability at the begin-
ning than at the end of lactation (Figure 1). Fertility 
traits had low heritabilities, ranging from 0.02 ± 0.002 
to 0.05 ± 0.004 (Table 1).

Genetic and Phenotypic Correlations
Genetic correlations (based on random regression 

models and multi-trait models) of MUN with CFI, CLI, 
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FLI, and NINS were negative and followed a similar 
trend during lactation (Figure 2). Genetic correlation 
between MUN and calving interval followed a similar 
pattern, except for the first 50 d, when it was positive. 
However, in the multi-trait analysis, the correlation was 
equal to zero at the beginning and became negative 
in the subsequent months of lactation. Consistently, in 
both types of analysis, the genetic correlation between 
MUN and PFI started out negative but turned positive 
from d 35 onward (Figure 2). Genetic correlations of 
MUN with fertility traits had similar standard errors, 

which ranged from 0.125 at the beginning of lactation 
to 0.082 at the end of lactation. Phenotypic correla-
tions between MUN and all of the fertility traits were 
constant during lactation and close to zero, with stan-
dard errors between 0.006 and 0.005.

Genetic correlation of MUN with MY, FY, and PY 
were very similar (Figure 3). They were weakly positive 
until 230 DIM and negative thereafter, ranging from 
0.22 ± 0.082 to −0.15 ± 0.065 from the beginning to 
the end of lactation. Phenotypic correlations for MUN 
and the milk production traits also followed a similar 

Table 1. Mean, minimum, and maximum values, CV, and heritability (h2) estimates (± SE) for MUN, milk production traits, and fertility 
measures 

Trait1 n Mean Minimum Maximum CV

h2

Minimum Maximum

MUN (mmol/L) 634,405 4.86 1.0 10.0 0.25 0.16 ± 0.007 0.18 ± 0.007
Milk yield (kg) 635,289 27.46 10.0 50.0 0.23 0.16 ± 0.008 0.47 ± 0.011
Fat yield (kg) 633,639 1.07 0.4 2.0 0.23 0.16 ± 0.008 0.36 ± 0.010
Protein yield (kg) 633,740 0.91 0.4 2.0 0.21 0.15 ± 0.008 0.44 ± 0.011
CI (d) 59,056 416.09 271 700 0.16 0.04 ± 0.004
CFI (d) 64,041 98.58 20 230 0.40 0.05 ± 0.004
CLI (d) 65,944 141.73 20 400 0.48 0.05 ± 0.004
FLI (d) 64,041 38.14 0 364 1.43 0.03 ± 0.003
PFI (0/1) 64,041 0.43 0 1 1.16 0.02 ± 0.002
NINS 66,257 1.98 1 13 0.69 0.04 ± 0.003
1Fertility measures: CI = calving interval; CFI = interval from calving to first insemination; CLI = interval from calving to last insemination; 
FLI = interval from first to last insemination; PFI = pregnancy at first insemination; NINS = number of inseminations to pregnancy.

Figure 1. Trend for heritability of MUN, milk yield, protein yield, and fat yield of first-lactation Swedish Holstein cows during 300 d of 
lactation, based on the random regression model.
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trend and ranged between 0.01 ± 0.010 and 0.13 ± 
0.009.

DISCUSSION

MUN

The average MUN concentration of 4.86 mmol/L 
(13.6 mg/dL) found in the current research was low 
compared with values reported in the literature, where 
MUN ranged between 10.73 and 20.39 mg/dL (Rajala-
Schultz et al., 2001; Wood et al., 2003; Guo et al., 
2004; Miglior et al., 2007; Stoop et al., 2007). Similar 
concentrations (4.8 mmol/L) were reported by Godden 
et al. (2001) and Eicher et al. (1999) in some of the 
Quebec dairy herds. The lactation curve of MUN did 
not seem to be affected by the milk yield curve and 
thus did not change much with stage of lactation. Milk 
urea N was lowest at the beginning of lactation and 
reached a peak value of 5 mmol/L at around 75 DIM, 
where it remained until 180 DIM and was only slightly 
decreasing until the end of lactation. This finding is in 
agreement with findings of other authors (e.g., Godden 
et al., 2001). On the other hand, the curve obtained 
for MUN differs from that presented by Wood et al. 
(2003), who reported an increase of MUN concentra-
tion after the peak of lactation. The difference may 

have been due to management or nutrition, although 
no clear explanation can be given.

Heritabilities

Heritability estimates for MUN found in the current 
research are within the range of 0.13 to 0.22 reported 
by some researchers (Mitchell et al., 2005; Stoop et al., 
2007; Bastin et al., 2009; Hossein-Zadeh and Ardalan, 
2011), but much lower than the estimates of Miglior et 
al. (2007) and Wood et al. (2003) which were 0.38 and 
0.59, respectively. This discrepancy can be explained in 
part by the differences in structure of the data, such as 
herd size, number of records per cow, number of cows 
per sire, and length of the period of data collection. 
Heritability of milk yield was in agreement with de 
Roos et al. (2004), but estimates of h2 for fat and pro-
tein yields differed and were the highest in the middle 
and lowest at the beginning of lactation. Heritability 
estimates for fertility traits (CFI and CLI) were in 
agreement with those of Mitchell et al. (2005).

Some authors have reported a positive relationship 
between milk yield and MUN (Godden et al., 2001; 
Stoop et al., 2007), whereas others found it to be 
negative (Ismail et al., 1996; Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 
1999). The current research used a random regression 

Figure 2. Genetic correlations between MUN and fertility traits of first-lactation Swedish Holstein cows during 300 d of lactation, based on 
the random regression model. CI = calving interval; CFI = interval from calving to first insemination; CLI = interval from calving to last in-
semination; FLI = interval from first to last insemination; PFI = pregnancy at first insemination; NINS = number of inseminations to pregnancy.
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model, which allowed changes of correlation during lac-
tation. Therefore, our result (positive correlation at the 
beginning and negative at the end) is not necessarily 
contradictory to results from any of the above-men-
tioned studies. However, other authors, using random 
regression models, found no correlations between MUN 
and milk production or fertility (Wood et al., 2003; de 
Roos and De Jong, 2006; Miglior et al., 2007). However, 
de Roos and De Jong (2006) did not simultaneously 
estimate genetic correlations between MUN and other 
traits, but correlated bull EBV for MUN from their 
random regression analysis with official national EBV 
for milk yield and fertility. Wood et al. (2003) used 
only the first random regression coefficient (the average 
level) to calculate genetic correlations, and thus, only 
reported one value.

Fertility

Mitchell et al. (2005) found a positive genetic cor-
relation of wet chemistry MUN with days open (CLI) 
of 0.21 and negative correlations with CFI and PFI of 
−0.14 and −0.06, respectively. However, all correlations 
were considered nonsignificant because of the small 
data set (at most 6,780 cows). The positive correlation 
of wet chemistry MUN with CLI reported by Mitchell 
et al. (2005) is contradictory to the negative genetic 

correlation between infrared MUN and days open (CLI) 
found in the current research. However, it has been 
suggested that wet chemistry MUN and infrared MUN 
are 2 genetically different traits (Mitchell et al., 2005). 
Moreover, Mitchell et al. (2005) estimated only a single 
breeding value, corresponding to the average level of 
MUN.

Genetic correlations of MUN with PFI and CI (−0.10 
and 0.20, respectively) at the beginning of lactation 
suggest that increased MUN leads to decreased fertility, 
which is in agreement with findings of other authors. 
However, those correlations changed during lactation 
to 0.28 (PFI) and −0.22 (CI), which suggests a posi-
tive relation between MUN and fertility in later stages 
of lactation. Moreover, correlations of MUN with CFI, 
CLI, FLI, and NINS, also suggest a positive association 
between MUN and fertility. They were close to zero 
at the beginning of lactation but decreased to −0.21, 
−0.31, −0.32, and −0.27, respectively, at d 300. That 
is contradictory to findings of other authors, who have 
reported that decreased conception rate is associated 
with increased urea concentrations due to high levels of 
CP in the diet (Barton et al., 1996; Butler, 1998).

Yoon et al. (2004) reported a positive phenotypic as-
sociation between urea and days open, stating that cows 
with MUN concentrations >18 mg/dL had more days 
open (CLI) than cows with MUN concentrations <18 

Figure 3. Genetic correlations between MUN and milk production traits of first-lactation Swedish Holstein cows during 300 d of lactation, 
based on the random regression model.
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mg/dL. However, no influence of MUN on frequency of 
inseminations was found (Yoon et al., 2004). In addi-
tion, Butler et al. (1996) reported that concentrations 
of MUN >19 mg/dL were associated with decreased 
pregnancy rate. Nonetheless, such MUN concentrations 
are much higher than the values from the current proj-
ect.

The positive phenotypic correlation between MUN 
and milk yield in the first half of lactation can be 
explained partly by the higher protein requirements 
of cows with high milk production. Increased protein 
supplementation provides more amino acids for milk 
synthesis, can increase available energy through deami-
nation of amino acids, and may change the efficiency 
of nutrient utilization (Chalupa, 1984). At the same 
time, deamination of amino acids increases drainage of 
nitrogen in terms of urea through urine and milk (Yoon 
et al., 2004).

The positive genetic association between MUN and 
fertility found in the current research is contradictory 
to results of other authors who have reported a nega-
tive association between the 2 traits. Generally, high 
concentrations of urea are associated with decreased 
fertility, due to the toxicity of urea as well as negative 
energy balance, which is one of the factors associated 
with increased MUN concentrations. It should be em-
phasized that the negative relationships of MUN with 
fertility, reported by other authors, are phenotypic. In 
the current study, phenotypic correlations were close 
to zero. The reported genetic correlations only suggest 
a positive association between MUN and fertility on a 
genetic level. This may mean that in a population with 
a moderate MUN concentration, such as in the current 
study, selection for improved fertility could increase 
urea concentration in milk, but only to a small extent. 
Moreover, when interpreting the current results, the 
magnitude of the estimated correlations as well as their 
standard errors must be considered to avoid drawing 
far-reaching conclusions. It is important to remember 
that the presence of a genetic correlation may suggest 
that the traits share part of the underlying genes. How-
ever, due to the complexity of the traits and insufficient 
knowledge of their genetic background, it is difficult 
to explain fully the mechanism of changes in genetic 
correlation during lactation. We can hypothesize that 
different genes are active in different stages of lacta-
tion and that their interaction may change with time, 
resulting in changes in genetic correlation.

CONCLUSIONS

Estimated heritability of MUN and the 6 fertility 
traits ranged from 0.16 to 0.18 and from 0.02 to 0.05, 
respectively. This confirms that only a small propor-

tion of phenotypic variation is attributable to genetics 
and makes those traits less amenable to analysis and 
genetic improvement. A weak positive relationship be-
tween breeding values for MUN and fertility was found 
using a random regression model. This finding was 
confirmed by a multi-trait model. Phenotypic correla-
tion between MUN and fertility was close to zero. The 
analyzed group of cows had a moderate level of MUN 
concentration. In such a population, MUN concentra-
tion may increase slightly due to selection for improved 
fertility.
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